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ABSTRACT
The Collaborative caching and browsing have been proposed for www clients for reducing network traffic and improving access latency of the document, which allows sharing and coordination of cached data among clients, is a potential technique to improve the data access performance and availability. Collaborative caching of web documents at client end has been shown to be an effective technique for reducing web traffic and improving access latencies. It allows a group of clients to retrieve cached documents from within the group while collaborating through a user interface to access items indicative of group behavior. However, variable data sizes, frequent data updates, limited client resources, insufficient wireless bandwidth and client’s mobility make cache management faces many challenges. An experimental result of the system is evaluated and presented in terms of latency in loading a sample set of web elements.
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I INTRODUCTION
The enormous growth of WWW based services has made the network traffic a major concern over the last few years. It is common to encounter long delays in web document retrieval due to slow connections, network congestions, remote server overloading etc. Most WWW clients use memory and disk caches for speeding up accesses to frequently used web documents [1]. In collaborative caching schemes, read access to cached document is given to the cooperating group of users. Such integration creates an illusion of a single cache of much bigger size. Since all users of the group use the same integrated cache, it has an added advantage that the probability of the next accessed document being found in the cache is high. Collaborative caching schemes provide a better hit ratio than individual caching schemes. It allows the users to cache and surf collaboratively, and proof-of-concept modules were developed. In this work, we restate the design [1], include additions such as a design for the user interface framework, and present the implementation. For the implementation, the target group was a student user base with reasonable computing power and memory, running a variety of operating systems. The implementation aims to solve
issues commonly faced by the target, such as network latencies introduced onto the network due inadequate resources dedicated to any centralized caching proxy. As a typical situation where the System will be put into use, suppose a group of students need to research a topic on the Internet. If they could utilize each other’s cache, minimizing retrievals from the Internet, while working together in their research in real time, they would have the ability to surf as a single entity. It allows these users to utilize their geographic proximity to make surfing efficient, and facilitates community behavior when they collaborate through the user interface. We introduce modules to allow clients to access caches created during surfing, and a collaboration framework which allows effective collaboration through a browser-based interface, with flexibilities to support different methods of collaboration.

It can be used to explore improvements in group research efficiencies when users are familiar others and know what other members are looking, while also being able to browse through those links with minimum delays.

II BACKGROUND AND APPROACHES

Software and hardware which facilitate computer supported cooperative work allow users to perform tasks such that efforts supplement or complement to accomplish a common goal. Many approaches to the challenge of collaborative caching have been explored. Systems such as Squirrel [3], based on peer-to-peer overlay networks such as Pastry, CAN, Chord or Tapestry [4, 5, 6, 7] have been explored. Collaboration systems have utilized Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) similar to those used for peer-to-peer file sharing networks. For example, Dermi[8] has been used to create a framework to build collaborative applications based on DHT peer-to-peer overlay networks[9]. DHT overlays, too, come in many flavors. For example, the Kademlia protocol compares node IDs of participating nodes to file hashes, iteratively traverses links till a source node is reached [10]. Others, such as Broose[11], have also been explored and utilize the De-Bruijn topology, as does Kademlia. These systems eliminate single points of failure by allowing the creation of distributed hash tables which are utilized to route requests as the network is traversed. Though this might allow for increases in reliability, a centralized query system may offer advantages with regards to latency, especially for our target, due to efficiencies offered by a direct look-up, and the fact that the target is of the order of small research groups. The approach used herein routes a request to the internet or one of its peers, as advised by a central query system. It utilizes standards-compliant caching methodologies to give a consistent and robust caching mechanism. HTTP 1.1 supports numerous caching features which allow elements to be stored and retrieved in a reliable and efficient manner. Caching allows us to optimize the number of requests directly serviced by a web server, and increase speeds by serving common elements quickly from more local locations. Caches under HTTP 1.1 allow for caching control such that the client is informed of non-transparent behavior, and the server can control many aspects of caching, beginning from whether or not the page should be cached at all.

2.1 Caching

HTTP 1.1 provides caching such that users and originating servers are allowed to control caching mechanisms and features to judge factors such as freshness of a cached entity, such as date and age response headers from a cache.
Validation of cached responses from the origin server when freshness criteria are not met has also been provided for, through cache validators such as entity tags or fields such as the last modified time. HTTP 1.1 provides for caching and delivery of byte sub-ranges of an entity, if associated cache validators match. Caches under HTTP 1.1 allow for caching control such that the client is informed of non-transparent behavior, and the server can control aspects of caching, beginning from whether or not the page should be cached at all.

2.2 Collaboration
The area of collaboration has been explored in many directions. Collaborative search mechanisms allow users to compose queries and view results together, or present systems which suggest queries. Collaborative search in multimedia repositories has given rise to systems which use algorithmic mediation to influence results on the basis of relevance indexes and weights such as the number of results visited amongst a certain result set. Systems such as Colab allow for controlling resources accessed by a user through the implementation of access rules [13], while others use scouts to search pages visited by users, develop user profiles and suggest materials [14]. More recent systems include plug-ins which allow users to tag or rate pages, or guide each other as they browse[15].

III DESIGN
Each user computer or device carries a module which provides basic services needed for our system. All requests and replies by and to the browser are channeled through this module. When a request from a browser is made (User Y), the module contacts a central server, which maintains a URL-IP map in a database, and requests address identifier of a computer which has the particular resource in its cache. If another computer X is found, the cached copy of that piece of information in X is returned to the user Y. If no computer with that particular resource is found, then the request is directed to the internet for a fresh fetch of data. An entry for this particular resource is made in the central server so that the local cached copy of this particular resource is available to other users from now on. A table is also maintained which contains the list of online users IPs.
When a user goes offline, the user is removed from the table of online users. In case a match is found in the URL-IP map and the user is offline, then the request is redirected to the actual web server rather than the other user. The central server analyzes the URL-IP map, as well as information such as the number of times a URL is accessed, to provide facts such as the most popular resources, or the most recently visited resources. Collaboration Framework software on the central server puts these facts into pages which are loaded by each client. Depending upon options selected at the central server as part of the collaboration framework, a number of methods to present these facts are possible. Restating the design, the Figure 1 provides a diagrammatic representation of the different steps of page retrieval. Corresponding to the number labels in Figure 1
1). Client 1 requests a page with the Server Module as proxy
2). Server Module queries the MySQL server to determine forwarding IP - either an IP belonging to the Internet infra-structure or another client (Client 2 in this sample case)
3). Server module uses Client 2 as proxy, requests page requested by Client 1
4). Client 2 requests page from Web Server.
5). Web server and Client 2 complete all transactions necessary for page retrieval.
6). Client 2 completes all transactions necessary to satisfy the server module’s request in (3) with cached data and freshly fetched data.

7). Server module completes all transactions necessary to satisfy Client 1’s request in (1)
8). Client 1 requests collaboration sidebar page from HTTP server on server module.
9). All the data required for each widget in the collaboration sidebar is retrieved from the MySQL server using PHP. Pages are created with relevant javascript elements using PHP.
10). HTTP Server completes all transactions necessary to satisfy Client 1’s request in (8).

3.1 System Architecture
The system runs on a two tier model:
- Client Module
- Central Server Module

The basic structure of both modules is as follows.

3.1.1 Client Module Structure: The client module acts as an intermediary between the user generated requests and the central server. The module provides the following services:
- Connection Initiation Ability - connect to a remote server socket.
- Connection Acceptance Ability - accept connections under certain conditions, as stipulated by protocol.
- Caching - Data accessed is cached at the user’s computer.

The data is stored locally in the cache and is maintained with a URL-filename map, which allows the system to retrieve data related to a specific URL. Data in the cache is maintained till an expiry date (as set in the meta-data by...
the website administrator), beyond which it is purged. If the cache size limit is crossed, older data is purged. The corresponding entries in the central server are also cleaned. All html standard cache directives are obeyed at all caching levels.

Administration - The user has a control over the system like cache size, setting options regarding resources which should be cached.

3.1.2 Central Server Structure: The central server interacts with the client modules, and provides a variety of services to clients. It creates and manages entries in a URL-IP map which it maintains for redirection of requests received by it. The central server must provide an ability to add an entry when a search request returns a null set. Also, it must provide for an entry deletion service which allows modules to delete entries in case of connection failures and cache purges, among others. Software at the central server, part of the collaboration framework backend, is responsible for analyzing the URL-IP map to generate relevant facts, such as popular searches, or most recent links visited, as requests occur. It generates these facts by running code associated with different widgets. These are loadable by a user’s browser.

3.1.3 Client-Server Communication: Client server communication for search or deletion queries may be carried out using a simple protocol implemented over the established TCP connection. Connections for retrieval of cached data should be done through a reliable connection to prevent data corruption. Thus, HTTP over TCP would be the preferred protocol for such a transfer.

Collaboration Framework: The Collaboration Framework divides the user interface presented to the user into widgets - independent sets of UI elements and associated traffic analysis code at the backend - which may be included on their own into the user interface presented. Content is pulled by each client from the central server as a mash up of these widgets, or from servers residing on themselves or other clients. A widget based user interface is used to present the user with a variety of analysis, while providing for additional services such as page tagging or rating. Widgets which mine URLs and other factors such as referers to build user profiles from the stored information and enable content targeting can also be developed. Data from the widget user interface may be sent to elements in the framework back-end to allow for features such as page or html element tagging. The framework allows us to enrich research activities by generating content containing facts such as most recent links visited by others or popular links.

IV IMPLEMENTATION

Both Client module and Central server module shared a common set of functionalities which are provided by a general proxy server. Hence a proxy server was used as a common base with separate modifications for each module.

Functionalities provided by the base proxy used are as follows:

- Connection Initiation
- Connection Acceptance
4.1 Modification - Client Module
The base proxy was modified to differentiate between requests coming from the user’s browser and requests coming from the Central Server. The client module redirects the requests selectively based on the decision made in the above statement.

4.2 Modification - Server Module
4.2.1 Database Integration: A MySQL server is storing all the necessary data. A persistent connection to the database made as soon as the server module starts. When a client requests a particular URL, the server runs a SQL search query on the MySQL database through the connection object. The database server traverses the URL - IP table to find a match and return the IP of the client if a match is found (returns null if match not found). The Persistent Connection object with the MySQL database is used to issue a query to the database.
4.2.2 Database Updating: INSERT and UPDATE SQL queries are used to modify the IP - URL table whenever a client requests for a web resource.
4.2.3 Database Maintenance: Whenever the client loses some data (in case of cache corruption or data expiry or cache purging), the central proxy server updates its IP - URL table accordingly.

4.3 Redirection Scheme
On an incoming request, the central server runs the Search function to retrieve the IP of the client module having the particular resource. - If match is found, the central server chains itself to that particular client module proxy which fetches the data from its cache. - If match is not found, the central server redirects the request to the Internet for a fresh fetch of data. In either case, the IP-URL table is updated.

4.4 Collaboration
The collaboration framework provides a flexible widget framework to create and implement User Interfaces and data mining for collaboration. Widgets are implemented as PHP scripts which are written to generate or store certain HTML-Javascript files. These widgets analyze stored data such as the URL-IP database, or a referer database. Other widgets may include input fields for users to enter data, such as tags for some URLs, etc. Currently, the popular URLs widget analyzes a table containing counts for URL occurrence in the server module database, using SQL queries via PHP. Data created from this is presented as part of a mash up HTML page created dynamically. At the client, a firefox plugin - Greasemonkey - adds elements to all web pages rendered in the client browser. These elements retrieve the mash up HTML page from the HTTP server on the central server. Thus, the Popular URLs
widget is called as part of the PHP for this HTML page. As part of the Popular URLs widget, a list containing the most popular sites visited is shown to the user. Depending upon the additional widget generated pages listed for asynchronous retrieval on this page, additional HTML may be loaded, thus generating a mash up of data presented in a variety of ways. The PHP widget scripts may be run periodically by an independent PHP instance, which would execute a master script, thus running all widget scripts which require execution as time-bound jobs. The power and flexibility offered by PHP may exploit to create a variety of widgets which can be included with minimal additional code.

V EVALUATION

It is tested and evaluated on a network of 4 clients and one central server. The clients were run on Windows XP machines, while the server was run on a Virtual Machine (VMWare) on top of a Windows XP Host. A set of 6 HTTP resources was requested from 4 nodes, one at a time, from each fresh node, that is, from nodes which have never requested these materials before.

X: Time for complete page load, Y: Time elapsed before first byte is received

Table 1: Loading times- Text Heavy Page of Size 1.62 MB
### Table 2: Loading times - Image of Size 361 KB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1st Req.</th>
<th>2nd Req.</th>
<th>3rd Req.</th>
<th>4th Req.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>14.962</td>
<td>1.883</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>0.889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>1.359</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.387</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Loading times - Image of Size 918 KB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1st Req.</th>
<th>2nd Req.</th>
<th>3rd Req.</th>
<th>4th Req.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>7.536</td>
<td>1.805</td>
<td>3.191</td>
<td>1.305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>4.686</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>2.066</td>
<td>0.759</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 4: Loading times - Image of Size 1.8 MB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1st Req.</th>
<th>2nd Req.</th>
<th>3rd Req.</th>
<th>4th Req.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>13.357</td>
<td>5.839</td>
<td>10.736</td>
<td>3.381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1.693</td>
<td>0.537</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.694</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Loading times - Image of Size 3.42 MB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1st Req.</th>
<th>2nd Req.</th>
<th>3rd Req.</th>
<th>4th Req.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>19.086</td>
<td>7.789</td>
<td>4.120</td>
<td>3.654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>0.509</td>
<td>1.064</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.813</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6: Loading times - Image of Size 8.57 MB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1st Req.</th>
<th>2nd Req.</th>
<th>3rd Req.</th>
<th>4th Req.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>308.586</td>
<td>13.043</td>
<td>9.485</td>
<td>6.573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>14.801</td>
<td>7.897</td>
<td>4.084</td>
<td>4.849</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HTTP resources were one text heavy HTML page, 4 images and 1 PDF file. The images were of varying sizes and resolution. The HTML Page size was 1.62 MB (including all the images and other resources on the page). Image sizes varied from 361 KB to 3.42 MB. PDF file was 8.57 MB in size. The Firefox browser was used on each of the clients, client module as its proxy server on each computer. A firefox add-on - Life-of-Request info - was used to check loading time of each HTTP resource. 2 parameters - time elapsed before the first byte was received from the server, and time elapsed before complete loading were noted for each HTTP Resource. Please refer to the graphs and tables for this data. Internet link bandwidth savings may simply be estimated as:

\[ S = (N_{req} - 1) \times S_{cached} \]

Where, \( N_{req} \) is the total number of requests issued for the resource, and \( S_{cached} \) is the size of the cached resource.

**VI OBSERVATIONS**

The observations have been presented as a set of 6 graphs with accompanying tables. A general trend of decreasing latencies in complete page loading times was found for the HTTP resources tested. Certain aberrations, possibly due to background processing by additional services present on the test computers, were observed.

**VII CONCLUSION**

This paper presents a system for collaborative caching, in its ability to allow users access to each other’s cache, as well as enabling collaboration during browsing. It is implemented in Java, PHP, JavaScript, SQL, Shell Scripts. It retrieves additional content along with user-requested web materials as part of the collaboration framework. It is evaluated by measuring latencies in loading a set of HTML pages, images and a PDF document, over successive requests from a fresh node. A general trend of decreasing latencies was found.
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